
Mission is a company all about getting you in the
game without breaking the bank. It is stated
this way on the Mission website (www.mis-

sionarchery.com): To put it simply, we’re committed to
building the highest performing bows in your price
range. We also provide the best customer service in the
industry.

Their online presence is clean and clear just like the
bows they offer. Straightforward, effective, easy on the
wallet….Mission.

The company’s new Craze is defined by its crazy
adjustability! This bow can be set between 19 and 30
inches for draw length and 16 to 70 pounds (approxi-
mately) for draw weight – all without any extra/different
cams, modules, limbs, strings, cables, etc. The Craze also
features a reflex geometry aluminum riser, extended
range limb pockets, one-piece composite grip, carbon
composite cable rod, string D-Amplifiers and many fin-
ish options.

Mad Range
The extensive range of the Craze on both the draw

length and draw weight fronts can be attributed to two
features – the Craze CZ-2 Cam and the Craze Pocket.
Before we get into that though let me give you an exam-
ple of this bow’s adaptability. After setting the test rig up
for our adult-bow testing specs, running it through my
computer-based performance assessment and record-
ing IBO speeds at a 30 inch draw length and 70 pound
draw my youngest son walked into the shop. Caleb is my

9 year old and he recently broke his arm in a wrestling
match and had to have it pinned. The pin was removed a
week or two ago and he is still working to get the joint
back to its full range of motion. So, basically we have a
disabled kid standing next to a full-out adult bow
gripped in the vise on my shop bench. That got me
thinking. I asked him if he wanted to shoot the bow. He
responded by looking at me like I was crazy…like I forgot
he had broken his arm. I took the bow out of the vise,
quickly adjusted the rotating module to 19 inches and
dropped the weight to 16 pounds. To make a short story
shorter…see picture above! This is the same bow I just
tested for IBO specs and I didn’t have to switch out cams,
limbs, strings/cables or anything else. All I did was
remove a small screw from each cam, rotate the module
and then crank down the weight.

The Craze CZ-2 dual cams consist of a machined
aluminum body and molded composite module. Cams
ride on steel axles and two bushings for reduced friction
and wear. The rotating module has 12 holes running
along its perimeter each with a corresponding number
indicating its intended draw length position (19 to 30) in
inches. A single hex head screw holds the module in
place on the cam. To adjust you simply remove the screw,
rotate the module to line up the desired draw length hole
over the threaded hole in the cam and replace the screw
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That is my 9-year-old son Caleb, who recently had a pin in his
arm and still can’t straighten it out all the way! He is pulling back
the test bow at a 19 inch draw length and 16 pound draw weight
– this is the same Craze that was sitting in my vise at 30 inches
and 70 pounds just minutes before this picture was taken!

By Jon E. Silks

Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine is an
important component in Arrow Trade bow testing. The use of a
machine creates consistency and eliminates human shooting
form error. This picture also gives you an idea of just how com-
pact the Craze is at 28 inches axle-to-axle.
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and it’s done. Make sure to adjust the module on both
cams. The Craze Cam system produces an advertised 80
percent letoff and features a timing hole that offers a
quick reference for the shooter that assures his/her rig is
set for optimum performance. A look through each hole
should reveal the cable positioned on the centerline. 

The Craze Extended Range Pockets do just that –
they extend the range of limb position needed to move
the draw weight through its range while maintaining
control of the limb movement throughout the draw
weight adjustment process. Craze Pockets are made of a
composite material that is molded into its final shape. A
pin in the pocket holds the limb to pocket interface at a
constant. Pockets are deep to allow control gained
through position with the riser even at the lowest
weights. All of this coupled with the section of the pock-
et that maintains spacing between the limbs boils down
to control. Control is needed to preserve accurate and
repeatable positioning at the critical limb to riser inter-
face. The overall draw length range is approximately 16
to 72 pounds, however, that range moves depending on
draw length: 

Draw Length Peak Weight Min. Weight
30” 72 34
29” 72 32
28” 72 31
27” 72 30
26” 71 28
25” 70 27
24” 67 26
23” 64 24
22” 60 22
21” 56 20
20” 51 18
19” 46 16

Limb bolts can be turned nine revolutions from the
peak weight position. Few people will be able to com-
fortably draw a weight more than offered by the Craze.
My middle son Michael had the ability to pull 65 pounds
when he was just 12 years old and had a 23 inch draw
length. Even with this unusual ability he would have only
exceeded the weight available with the Craze setup by
one pound. The draw weight ranges offered will easily
cover the majority of archers.

The Craze
Quad limbs also
play a part in draw
weight adjustment
(clearly). Limbs
are straight in
form (not recurve)
and split (not
solid). Each limb
measures 13 inch-
es in length and is
m a n u f a c t u r e d
with a composite
material. Each
limb set is
matched based on
the deflection val-
ues of the four
individual limb
pieces. This pro-
vides consistent
performance. Limb ends are fitted with a metal compo-
nent that caps the limb and harnesses the axle. Limbs are
obviously stout enough to handle the 70 – 72 pound peak
weight and the long limb bolt plus extended pockets
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The amazing Craze MA 2 dual cam system has a tremendous
draw length range on one cam using a rotating module. Draw
lengths are available from 19 to 30 inches in whole sizes.

Mission Archery
Model: Craze
Website: www.missionarchery.com

Eccentrics Craze MA-2 Dual Cams MSRP 299.99!!
Strings/Cables Zebra

Let-off Up to 80 percent Cable Guard Carbon rod and slide
Advertised IBO Up to 306 fps Warranty Lifetime

Brace Height 7.5" Limb Pockets Full Capture, Composite
Mass Weight 3.6 lbs Limbs Split, composite

Draw Lengths 19-30" modular Grip One piece molded comp
Axle-to-axle length 28" Riser Reflex, Aluminum

Bow Specifications

Manufacturer: 

Draw Weights 16 to 70 lb Finish Lost Camo plus others
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allow them to be relaxed enough to require only 16
pounds of force to turn the cams over at the lowest set-
ting. At the upper weights Craze limbs reach a parallel
position at full draw creating a reduced level of shock
and vibration at the shot.

Talking Points (Notable bow features to bring up
during the selling process)
· The adjustability of this rig is incredible and opens up

doors to more applications than previously offered
from one bow – especially considering that to reach
the full range of both draw length and draw weight all
you need are just two hex wrenches. You can literally
buy this bow for a 7 or 8 year old and expect that it
could be the only bow they will ever need. And the
best part – only $299.99 for a bow that will shoot up to
306 fps at IBO specs.

· In addition to the great range is the quality and engi-
neering that the Mission engineers bring to the table.
You get a super solid bow for a great price. If we had a
Best Buy award this bow would be in the running for
the crown.

Rounding Out the Package
The Craze is centered on an extruded aluminum riser

that sports a reflex geometry. All else being equal a reflex
geometry produces higher speeds as compared to a deflex
riser through an increased power stroke. The riser includes
the standard accessory holes plus front and rear stabilizer
mounting holes and holes that work with the Mathews
style quivers. Mission uses a one-piece rubber composite
grip that produces a neutral hand position at full draw. The
rubber composite material is slick enough to allow the
shooter’s hand to seat consistently while providing warmth
on those cold days afield.  Zebra Hybrid cables run through
the cable slide situated on the straight carbon cable rod.
The orange/black twist string is also a Zebra Hybrid. Other

than the parallel
position of the
limbs the only
other vibration
dampers are two
D-Amplifiers on
the string, one
above and one
below the nock-
ing point. As you
would expect with
a bow that can fit
just about anyone
the Craze also has
many finish
options: The riser
is available in Lost
Camo AT, in Lost
Camo AT Pink, in
basic Black, in
Pink Lemonade,
Royal Blue, Black

Cherry and in Blueberry. The two camo options are film
dipped, while the Black Cherry and Blueberry are anodized
(added cost) and other colors are powder coated. Limb fin-
ishes are available in Lost Camo AT, Lost Camo AT Pink,
Black, Pink and Blue.

Arrow Trade Talking Points
· The short extruded aluminum riser is strong and plays

its part in the super short axle-to-axle length of 28 inch-
es. The reflex geometry results in a longer power stroke
and decent speed.

· The molded rubber composite grip is well rounded and
comfortable. No, it is not a special two piece laminated
wood grip with fine machining detail but you have to
ask yourself…is a wood grip worth another three to six
hundred dollars? This is a functional grip that will get
the job done.

· The string D-Amplifiers work with parallel limbs (at
upper weights) to reduce the vibration and noise.

· With all of the finish options available there should be
something for just about anybody.

Mission uses a
deep full con-
tainment pock-
et on their
Craze to allow
for a wide
range of draw
weight adjust-
ment while
maintaining
control of this
critical inter-
face. Pockets
are made of
molded com-
posite.

Test Parameters
�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25” -0.00”)
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with

mechanical release 
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above.

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.  

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with

mechanical release 
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. 

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. 
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

Test Method
� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw 

length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or 
draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton 

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point

� Mark cams at full draw
� Paper tune by hand
� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point

� Mark cams at full draw
� Paper tune by hand
� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or 
draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton 

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point

� Mark cams at full draw
� Paper tune by hand
� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point

� Mark cams at full draw
� Paper tune by hand
� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

Waterproof
and Extremely
Tear Resistant
NFAA Field & Hunter
and FITA Field Faces

The ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
For Information Contact,

mlpress1@aol.com
www.mapleleafpress.com

Phone 616-846-8844
Fax 616-846-6408

1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417

NEW!
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Comments
This bow is just good for our sport. Want to try out

archery? Want to try out bowhunting? Want to get some-
one you know involved? This bow fits the bill – it basical-
ly doesn’t matter who you are in regard to size, strength,
etc. All you need is $299.99 and you can jump in the
game. Also, you can stay in the game even if you are a
youngster who is going to grow like a weed. No more
balking on the decision to buy a bow for a young person
wondering if your money will be wasted when they hit a
growth spurt. 

Testing 
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest

were attached to the bow – nothing more. With the
exception of these two items every bow is tested, as it

would be shipped to the
dealer or customer. In
other words, if it has string
silencers or other compo-
nents pre-installed it is
tested with them
installed. While the “offi-
cial” velocity rating for our
calculations will be taken
with an arrow as defined
below, we will also use two
other test arrows as refer-
ence points. This will be
done to bring a bracketed
picture of the bow’s speed performance to the reader.
Test arrows include a lightweight 350 grain arrow, a mid-
weight 425 grain arrow and a relatively heavy 540 grain
arrow. Before recording speeds with these arrows the
bow was first paper tuned with each one. Most every
bowhunter and recreational archer will be able to extrap-
olate their approximate arrow speed in relation to simi-
lar set-up parameters and results presented from the
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Average 
Velocity 305

Shot # 5 306 281 253

281.2 253

5  Shot Total 1525 1406 1265

Shot # 3 305 281 253

Shot # 4 305 281 253

Shot # 1 305 282 253

Shot # 2 304 281 253

Velocity Test Results

350 Grain Arrow 425 Grain Arrow 540 Grain Arrow

TestID: misscraze2 Draw Length: 30.125" Speed: 305 ft/sec
Tested By: jes Brace Height: 7.375" Power Stroke: 1.75'
Min Load: 21 lbs Max Load: 70 lbs Kinetic Energy: 72.31 ft-lbs
Min Pos: 30.125" Max Pos: 21.00" Stored Energy: 89.96 ft-lbs

Dynamic Eff.: 80.38%
Distance (in) Load (lbs) Brace Height:

9.125 0.00 Peak Draw Weight:
10 6.90 Full Draw Condition:
11 16.70
12 27.10
13 40.60
14 54.30
15 62.70
16 67.70
17 69.40
18 69.60
19 69.50
20 69.70
21 70.00
22 69.50 0

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

0 0 5 0 10 0 15 0 20 0 25 0 30 0 35 0

Lo
ad

 (l
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)

23 68.20
24 66.00
25 62.40
26 56.80
27 49.30
28 40.40
29 29.30
30 22.30

30.125 21.00

0
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40
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70
80

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0
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Distance (in)

Mission outfits the Craze
with a molded composite
grip. This one-piece unit is
comfortable and functional.
You will especially appreciate
the protection it provides on
those cold days afield.
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three test arrows. The 70 pound velocity tests are
detailed in the chart at the left side of the previous page.

The speed result from the 350 grain arrow is entered
into the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which
then automatically calculates Kinetic Energy, Stored
Energy, and Efficiency. Those results are seen in the large
chart at the bottom of the previous page, where the force
draw chart is also portrayed.

Since the Craze is both an adult bow and a short draw
archer’s/youth bow I also tested the speed at alternate set-
tings. Three different draw weights of 40, 45 and 50 pounds
were tested with two arrows of different weights, 275 and
325 grains (approximately). This should give a broad pic-
ture of what can be expected from this bow in terms of
speed generated by various setups. Following are the
charts showing resulting speed ratings for each in feet per
second.

Potential customers will generally make their bow pur-
chase choice
based on sev-
eral factors
including the
cost, speed,
shot noise,
shock/vibra-
tion level, grip
and the draw
cycle.

In our bow
testing for
A r r o w Tr a d e
Magazine we
try to give you
a feel for how a
bow performs
in the “subjec-
tive” areas
m e n t i o n e d
above. You can
then focus on
the bow’s
notable sub-
jective points
when inter-

acting with your customer. The term “subjective” can
basically be translated into “opinion”.  The Mission Craze
is a good performer regardless of price and especially
considering the price. Many subjective aspects of this rig
depend on the setup. It is generally average in the sub-
jective categories at the higher weights and better than
average at the lower weights. The draw cycle, however,
was smooth at all weights. Two things to keep in mind
when assessing this bow are the price, only $299.99, and
the incredible adjustability. This bow is downright inex-
pensive in relationship to most any other bow out there
and it will fit a little 7 or 8 year-old kid one minute and an
average archer the next. I think customers will find quite
a few applications for this bow.

Velocity Test Results

50 Pounds 275 Grain Arrow 325 Grain Arrow

Shot # 1 211 198

Shot # 2 211 197

Shot # 3 211 197

Average 
Velocity 211 197.33

325 Grain Arrow

Average 
Velocity 198 185

Shot # 1 198 185

Shot # 2 198 185

Shot # 3 198 185

Velocity Test Results

45 Pounds 275 Grain Arrow

Velocity Test Results

Shot # 2 188 176

325 Grain Arrow

Shot # 1 187 177

40 Pounds 275 Grain Arrow

Average 
Velocity 187.66 176.33

Shot # 3 188 176

Stored Energy:  89.96 foot-pounds

SE/PF Ratio: 1.28

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are 
you getting for the power you supply?

When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that 
the limbs can hold is the stored energy

Efficiency Rating:  80.38 percent

This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into 
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets, 
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.

Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 72.31 foot-pounds

This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the 
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction      
is accounted for.

Grip Comfort and Function:

Shock and Vibration Levels:

Setup dependent. Basically the levels are average at the higher weights and 
minimal at the lower weights.

The grip is functional and adequate. Of course I prefer a wood grip, however, I 
cannot hold a sub-$300 bow to unreasonable standards. The grip works!

Draw Cycle "Feel":
Again this is dependent on the setup. Regardless though I would consider it to be 
better than average. Take a look at the draw cycle graph for a snapshot at 70 
pounds

Subjective Test Results
Shot Noise:

Really depends on the setup of this rig, however, it is very quiet at the lower 
weights and average at the higher weights.

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and much of his
career has centered around the testing and evaluation of prod-
ucts. Now 41, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks started
writing for magazines and websites 10 years ago and since
then has done more than 500 product reviews. Manufacturers
who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often
asked him to conduct third-party testing of their prototypes.
Silk’s work has appeared on the web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow Adventure and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks have six children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.
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Mathews has long been known as an innovator,
bringing many new technologies to market
over the years. From the introduction of the

MQ1 they have not grown weary of forging ahead and
making progress for the entire industry. Year after year
and bow after bow Mathews continues to compete at a
high level. This level of intensity from Mathews and
other industry leaders like them helps move us to new
levels of technology. The beneficiary – all archers and
bowhunters regardless of the brand they purchase.

Mathews continues their Z Series for 2011 with five
new models including the Z7 Xtreme, Z7 Xtreme Tactical,
Z7 Magnum, eZ7 and Z9. We will focus on the Z7 Xtreme
for this review. This new rig is outfitted with the Grid
Lock riser, Reverse Assist Roller Guard, SphereLock
Pivoting Limb Cup with Limb Turret, SE5 Composite
Limb System, ZX single cam, Quick Change Axle, Zebra
Barracuda strings/cables, String Suppressors, Harmonic
Stabilizer/Damper and Monkey Tails string silencers.

Powerhouse with a Soft Side
The Z7 Xtreme is advertised to hit IBO speeds up to

330 fps on a comfortable and forgiving 7-3/8 inch brace
height. The power behind these excellent numbers is the
ZX Cam, which is a single cam system. Both cam and
idler wheel ride on stainless steel axles and sealed ball

bearings for reduced
friction and increased
efficiency. Draw lengths
are available from 24 to
30 inches including half
sizes. These options are
cam-specific meaning
that a separate cam is
needed to adjust the
draw length. This is
done to take advantage
of the engineering
poured into the cam
design at every single

draw length option. In this way the shooter experiences
optimal performance regardless of their draw length.
Mathews understands that it is easier to change or rotate
a module than it is to change a cam so they have made
the job easier with their Quick Change Axle (QCA) fea-
ture. The QCA does away with the typical e-clip design
with a simple plastic capture fixture on one side and a
pull-knob on the other. Axle removal is extremely simple
with this system. The cam and idler wheel are CNC
machined from aluminum and receive a black anodized
finish other than a section of the cam, which is red
anodized to match the other red accents at different
locations on the bow. The cam also features a timing hole
offering a quick reference for the shooter that should
reveal the cable positioned on the centerline. A cable
that is not centered would indicate a timing issue. The
type of cam system (single) and overall design/shape of
the cam creates the smooth draw cycle that Mathews
was aiming for. System letoff is advertised at 80 percent.

Mathews uses their proven Zebra Barracuda strings
and cables on the Z7 Xtreme in red and brown twist.

Tested by Jon Silks

Mathews, Inc
Model: Z7 Xtreme
Website: www.mathewsinc.com

Eccentrics ZX Single Cam MSRP $899.00
Strings/Cables Zebra Barracuda

Let-off 80 percent Cable Guard Reverse Assist Roller Guard
Advertised IBO Up to 330 fps Warranty Limited Lifetime

Brace Height 7.375" Limb Pockets SphereLock, Pivoting
Mass Weight 3.98 lbs Limbs SE5 Composite

Draw Lengths 24-30" with half sizes Grip SlimFit Inline, Walnut
Axle-to-axle length 28" Riser Grid Lock™

Bow Specifications

Manufacturer: 

Draw Weights 40, 50, 60, 65 and 70 lb peak Finish Lost Camo/Black

The ZX Cam is a single cam system and is responsible for IBO
speeds reaching 330 fps. The draw cycle produced by this rig is
smooth from start to finish. Draw lengths are offered from 24 to
30 inches including half sizes.
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Both strings and cables are outfitted with Monkey Tails
vibration dampers. A String Grub situated on the string
near the cam is advertised to reduce vibration and
increase speed. String vibration is further reduced with
the limb mounted String Suppressors. 

Talking Points  (Notable bow features and character-
istics to bring up during the selling process)
· A super smooth draw cycle is best experienced. If your

shop has a demo Z7 Xtreme get it into the hands of
prospective buyers so they can see for themselves just
how smooth it is.

· This bow has good speed right out of the box – right
there with their advertised numbers. Have a chrono-
graph? Set it up and let your customers witness the
speeds this bow is capable of generating.

· Point out the timing indicator, quality strings/cables.

Grid Lock 
Mathews returns to their popular Grid Lock internal

riser structure on the entire Z Series bow line. This eye-

catching design uses a series of isometric cutouts
aligned to a grid to replace the typical random shaped
cutouts found on most rigs. Other than creating a “look”
for their new Z series Mathews was focused on the per-

formance benefits gained
from the Grid Lock layout,
namely strength. The inter-
locking struts that span the
core of the riser’s depth pro-
vide a super stable platform
without the burden of exces-
sive mass weight. In fact, the
Z7 Xtreme tips the scales at
only 3.98 pounds. The overall
“form” of the riser is reflexed,
which means the pivot point
of the limbs is out in front of
the throat of the grip. In short
this increases the power
stroke, which is the distance
the archer actually moves the
string during the draw cycle,
and in turn increases speed
(all else being equal).
Mathews decorates their
CNC machined aluminum
riser in either a film dipped
Lost Camo pattern or an
anodized black finish. There
are three medallions set in
pockets on the riser. Two
Mathews Solocam medal-
lions are seated in line with
the stabilizer inserts and one
Z7 Xtreme medallion is locat-
ed on the inside of the sight
window in line with the
Reverse Assist Roller Guard.

A grip serves as the criti-
cal interface between shooter
and bow. There is no one cor-
rect design, as it is a personal

Each ArrowTrade test bow is set up and initially tuned on a bow
vise using RS arrow and string levels. Here you can see the brace
height measurement.

Test Parameters
�    Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
�    Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)
�    Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.  

rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
�    All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with

mechanical release 
�    A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. 

The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a 
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec

�    A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. 
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

Test Method
� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw

length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point

� Mark cams at full draw
� Paper tune by hand
� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple 
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the 
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton

Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a 

combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, 
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point

� Mark cams at full draw
� Paper tune by hand
� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam

marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

American Whitetail Large Bag Target Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program

Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated steel rule – 36”

Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest

Easton Archery Arrows
Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release

Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine

Oehler M35 Chronograph with indoor lighting system
Easton Professional Chronograph/infrared lighting system

G5 Bow Drawing Machine
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preference issue. Mathews has modified their grip in
recent years based on the VOC (voice of the customer).
They asked for a narrower grip and Mathews came
through. The Z7 Xtreme’s SlimFit Inline Grip is shaped
and contoured with a narrow throat and low profile heel.
A single red strip of wood that is laminated into the one-
piece walnut grip defines the centerline of the bow. This
marker allows for a quick and easy initial setup of the
arrow rest’s windage position. The words “Mathews
Solocam” and “Z7 Xtreme” are laser engraved into the
grip.

The Reverse Assist Roller Guard is aptly named as it
reverses the normal position of the cables on the rollers.
Rather than placing the cables in the typical position
under the rollers (further away from the shooter) they
are placed over the rollers and closer to the archer where
they are held in position by the system’s tension. In a sta-
tionary system that places the cables on the bow side of
the rollers the cables get tighter as the bow is drawn.
With the Reverse Assist system the cables actually get
looser, resulting in less tension and torque. The result is
a smoother draw. Cables are fully contained between the
rollers and a post mounted at the rear of the system. The
Reverse Assist Roller Guard’s main structural arm is
machined out of aluminum, black anodized and con-
tains cutouts that compliment the overall look of the
riser and bow.

Other riser features include the standard accessory
mounting holes, Mathews T-series quiver-mounting
holes, a metal stabilizer-mounting insert, Dead End
String Stop, Harmonic Stabilizer and Harmonic
Dampener. The webbing that surrounds the Harmonic
accessories is red to go along with the other red accents
found on the Z7. 

Talking Points
· The grid design is built for strength. Explain the a

advantages of a strong platform.
·  Explain the function of the Reverse Assist Roller Guard

and why it benefits them.
· The rewards provided by the Harmonic Damper and

Harmonic Stabilizer are well known, however, it does-
n’t hurt to highlight them. Again, getting the bow into
their hands for a personal experience will help tell the
story.

· The new Mathews grip is well
formed and comfortable. It is nar-
row and seats the shooter’s hand
with consistency. It will also pro-
vide a measure of warmth on cold
days afield.

A Minimalist’s Dream
Mathews adopts the “less is

more” philosophy when it comes to
the material used in constructing
their limbs and limb pockets. The
limb pocket, if you can call it that,
consists of three basic components

including the flared ends of the riser, the SphereLock
Pivoting Limb Cup System and the Mathews’ Limb
Turret. Together the components accomplish the same
job as a full size pocket by placing controls in all the right
places while eliminating any unnecessary material in
between. Approximately 80 percent of the limb end’s
thickness is captured by the Pivoting Limb Cup, which
also surrounds the head of the limb bolt. Since it is tied
to the limb bolt it anchors the limb from moving forward
and back. Containment of the lateral, or side-to-side,
movement of the limb is a job given to the Mathews
machined aluminum Limb Turret. This component has
two channels cut into its body. One captures the limb
while the other is locked onto the riser. This ties the posi-
tion of the limb to the structure of the riser. 

Mathews outfits the Z7 Xtreme with their new-for-
2011 SE5 Composite Limb System  with Slim Limb
Technology. Two state-of-the-art Flow Waterjet
machines use precise needle-like streams of water carry-
ing garnet sand at 60,000 psi to cut the 14 inch SE5 limbs
out of engineered composite plates. These plates are
constructed with resins and composite materials of var-
ious combinations to suit the needs of Mathews. The
limbs are noticeably narrower than the typical limb,
which may give the impression of fragility, however,
extensive cycle testing has indicated they last up to two
times longer. 

Here you can see the
structure of the Grid
Lock riser design along
with the Harmonic
Stabilizer. The Harmonic
Stabilizer along with the
Harmonic Damper locat-
ed on the opposite end
of the riser work togeth-
er to tame any vibration
traveling through the
riser. Also on the scene is
Mathews ultra light
SphereLock Pivoting
Limb Cup System, which
uses a minimal amount
of material to get the
job done.
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The SE5 Limbs are situated on the riser at a severe
angle and extend beyond parallel even at rest. When
drawn the Z7 Xtreme displays a radical past parallel limb
position that reminds me of a coiled rattlesnake ready to
strike. The benefits of parallel and past parallel limbs in
terms of reducing, shock, vibration and noise are well
known and much appreciated by consumers.

Talking Points 
· A limb that has been cycle tested this hard and proven

to be extremely durable is worth mentioning to your
customer. It brings a sense of safety and assurance.

· A limb containment system that gets the job done and
doesn’t add any more material than necessary is a
bonus. Mention it in the context of this rig’s relatively
low mass weight.

Testing 
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest

were attached to the bow – nothing more. With the
exception of these two items every bow is tested as it
would be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other
words, if it has string silencers or other components pre-
installed it is tested with them installed. While the “offi-
cial” velocity rating for our calculations will be taken
with an arrow as defined below, we will also use two
other test arrows as reference points. This will be done to
bring a bracketed picture of the bow’s speed perfor-

mance to the
reader. These test
arrows include a
lightweight 350
grain arrow, a
mid-weight 425
grain arrow and a
relatively heavy
540 grain arrow.
Before recording
speeds with
these arrows the
bow was first
paper tuned with

each one. Most every bowhunter/archer will be able to
extrapolate their approximate arrow speed in relation to
similar set-up parameters and results presented from
the three test arrows.

The speed result from the 350 grain arrow is entered
into the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which
then automatically calculates Kinetic Energy, Stored
Energy, and Efficiency.

Potential customers will generally make their bow
purchase choice based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock/vibration level, grip and
the draw cycle.

In our testing for ArrowTrade Magazine we try to give
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Spot Hogg’s Hooter
Shooter portable shoot-
ing machine is an impor-
tant component in
ArrowTrade bow testing.
The use of a machine
creates consistency and
eliminates human
shooting form error. This
picture also gives you an
idea of just how radical
the past parallel limb
position is.

The Z7 Xtreme’s SlimFit Inline Grip is
shaped and contoured with a narrow
throat and low profile heel. A single
red strip of wood that is laminated
into the one-piece walnut grip defines
the centerline.

`

Average 
Velocity 317

Shot # 5 327 299 268

299.6 267.6

5  Shot Total 1635 1498 1338

Shot # 3 327 300 267

Shot # 4 327 300 268

Shot # 1 327 299 268

Shot # 2 327 300 267

Velocity Test Results

350 Grain Arrow 425 Grain Arrow 540 Grain Arrow
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you a feel for how a bow performs in the “subjective”
areas mentioned above. You can then focus on the bow’s
notable subjective points when interacting with your
customer. The term “subjective” can basically be trans-
lated into “opinion”. 

The Z7 Xtreme performed well in all categories. It
has a super smooth draw that feels better than the draw
cycle graph indicates and the grip is one of my favorites
in the industry. At the shot there is a slight bump in the
handle, however, there is no detectable vibration. As you
might expect the shot noise follows suit and is excep-
tionally quiet. If you get into a tight situation you will
quickly come to appreciate the ultra maneuverable 28
inch axle-to-axle length. 

TestID: Z7X Draw Length: 30.25" Speed: 327 ft/sec
Tested By: jes Brace Height: 7.25" Power Stroke: 1.77'
Min Load: 19.2 lbs Max Load: 70 lbs Kinetic Energy: 83.12 ft-lbs
Min Pos: 30.25" Max Pos: 24.00" Stored Energy: 96.62 ft-lbs

Dynamic Eff.: 86.03%
Distance (in) Load (lbs) Brace Height:

9 0.00 Peak Draw Weight:
10 11.30 Full Draw Condition:
11 23.10
12 34.90
13 46.90
14 56.80

70
80

15 63.60
16 67.00
17 67.80
18 68.00
19 68.00
20 68.70
21 68.70
22 69.00
23 69.20
24 70.00
25 69.60
26 68.00
27 62.40
28 52.00
29 37 70
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This Roller Guard reverses the position of the cables on the
rollers to relax tension the closer you get to full draw. The result
is less torque on the system.

Stored Energy:  96.62 foot-pounds

SE/PF Ratio: 1.38

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are 
you getting for the power you supply?

When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that 
the limbs can hold is the stored energy

Efficiency Rating:  86.03 percent

This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into 
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets, 
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.

Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 83.12 foot-pounds

This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the 
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction      
is accounted for.

Grip Comfort and Function:

Shock and Vibration Levels:

A slight bump in the handle with no detectable vibration. This is the key to the low 
noise levels.

I am a fan of the slimmer Mathews grip. While I appreciated the functionality of the 
older grips this one is definitely better.

Draw Cycle "Feel":
The Mathews Z7 Xtreme shines in this area. The draw cycle is extremely smooth, 
especially for the speeds generated. It should challenge bows in this category that 
are 20 to 30 fps slower

Subjective Test Results
Shot Noise:

This is one quiet bow. Even when shooting indoors in complete silence where 
noises are often magnified the Z7 Xtreme is still quiet.
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